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A theoretical model is suggested that describes emission of partial lattice dislocations from amorphous intergranular boundaries
into crystalline grains in deformed nanocrystalline ceramics. Within the model, a dipole of immobile lattice dislocations is generated
at an amorphous intergranular boundary through local shear events in this boundary. One of the dislocations then undergoes transformation, resulting in emission of a partial dislocation into a grain. It is shown that the emission process is energetically favorable
in nanoceramic SiC deformed at high stresses.
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Nanocrystalline (nc) ceramic bulk materials, coatings and ﬁlms show outstanding mechanical properties
such as superstrength, superhardness and high wear
resistance [1–12]. The deformation behavior of nc
ceramics is strongly inﬂuenced by intergranular
boundaries which often have an amorphous structure
and occupy very large volume fractions in nc specimens—see, e.g., experimental data [12–14] and computer simulations [15,16]. For instance, following
computer simulations [15], there is a crossover from
intergranular plastic deformation to intragranular lattice slip in the nc cubic phase of silicon carbide (3CSiC) under indenter load. At the ﬁrst stage of indenter
load, plastic deformation occurs in amorphous intergranular boundaries (AIBs), while the crossover to
partial dislocation slip in nanoscale grains is realized
at the latter stage of indenter load. In doing so, in
simulations [15], partial dislocations in grains were observed to be emitted from AIBs connected by stacking
faults. Computer simulations [17] have shown similar
partial dislocations emitted from amorphous layers
in metallic crystal–glass nanolaminates. In addition,
the joining of stacking faults to opposite amorphous
layers was experimentally observed in metallic crystal–glass nanolaminates after plastic deformation
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[17]. In this context, since the activity of conventional
dislocation sources (like Frank–Read ones) is suppressed in nanoscale grains [12,18], AIBs are expected
to be sources that emit lattice dislocations in deformed
nc ceramics. However, a micromechanism of dislocation emission from AIBs is unclear (in contrast to
conventional grain boundaries that emit lattice dislocations due to transformations of pre-existing grain
boundary dislocations [19–21]). At the same time,
knowledge on such a micromechanism is of primary
importance for understanding the fundamentals of
both plastic ﬂow and its transfer from the amorphous
phase to adjacent crystallites in nc ceramics. The main
aim of this paper is to suggest a theoretical model
describing emission of partial dislocations from AIBs
in deformed nc ceramics.
Let us consider an nc ceramic solid consisting of
nanoscale grains divided by AIBs. A typical fragment
of the solid and its evolution under mechanical load
are schematically shown in Figure 1. Within our model,
when mechanical load is applied to the solid, plastic
shear initially occurs in AIB planes where the maximum
shear stress operates. In particular, the plastic shear occurs in the horizontal AIB strip shown in Figure 1. Following the concept [22–24] on local shear events—shear
transformations of local atomic clusters—as carriers of
plastic ﬂow in amorphous solids, we suppose that the
plastic shear is carried by local shear events occurring
within the horizontal AIB (Fig. 1b and c). In doing so,
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Figure 1. Generation of dislocation dipole at an amorphous intergranular boundary is followed by emission of a partial dislocation into an adjacent
crystalline grain in a deformed nc ceramic specimen (schematically). (a) Initial, dislocation-free state. Four grains I, II, III and IV are divided by
amorphous intergranular boundaries (grey strips). (b) Generation of a dipole of edge dislocations with Burgers vectors ±s at crystal–glass interfaces
A and B due to local shear events (ellipses) within the boundary region. (c) Further plastic shear in the amorphous boundary region results in increase
of dislocation Burgers vectors up to ±ba. (d) Splitting of one of the dislocations of the dipole results in formation of both a residual immobile
dislocation and a mobile partial dislocation that glides in grain IV. The glide of the partial dislocation is accompanied by formation of stacking fault
(wavy line). Magniﬁed insets (a)–(d) illustrate evolution of the dislocation structure at the crystal–glass interface B.

the magnitude of the shear gradually increases in parallel with the number of the local shear events.
Note that the plastic shear occurs in the plane AIB of
ﬁnite length p. In this case, according to the theory of
dislocations in continuum media [25,26], edge dislocations are generated as line defects that bound a ﬁnite
plane region where the plastic shear occurs. More precisely, the dislocations are generated at opposite interfaces A and B between the amorphous boundary strip
and the adjacent grains I and IV, respectively, as shown
in Figure 1a–c. The dislocations form a dipole. The Burgers vectors of the dislocations are deﬁned by the magnitude and direction of the plastic shear within the
AIB. Since the magnitude of the plastic shear gradually
increases in parallel with the number of local shear
events occurring in the AIB under the action of the shear
stress s, the Burgers vector magnitude s of the dislocations of the dipole gradually grows from 0 (Fig. 1a) to
some value ba (Fig. 1c). In general, the Burgers vectors
ba and ba of the dislocations are not lattice vectors, because the dislocations result from gradual accumulation
of local shear events within the AIB. At the same time,
in terms of Volterra’s deﬁnition [25,26] of dislocations in
continuum media, ba and ba are deﬁned as the dislocation Burgers vectors.
The dislocations of the dipole are located at the interfaces, A and B, between the amorphous and crystalline
phases, in which case they can undergo dislocation reactions producing mobile lattice dislocations. In particular, each of such dislocations can split into a mobile

lattice (partial or perfect) dislocation that glides in the
adjacent grain and a residual immobile dislocation that
stays at the AIB (Fig. 1d). Below, we will consider the
case of partial mobile dislocations ( Fig. 1d), because
computer simulations [15] show partial dislocations
emitted from AIBs in nc ceramics.
In accordance with the suggested model of dislocation emission from AIBs (Fig. 1), this process can be divided into the two stages: (i) generation of a dislocation
dipole at the AIB ( Fig. 1a–c) and (ii) the dislocation
splitting transformation that results in emission of a partial dislocation from the AIB (Fig. 1d). Let us calculate
both the energy characteristics and critical stresses
needed for athermal realization of the two stages. In
doing so, after some algebra based on the theory of dislocations, we ﬁnd the following expression for the energy change DW1 characterizing stage (i):
 ps

þ 1  ðs  sa Þ s p;
ð1Þ
DW 1 ¼ Ds2 ln
s
where D = G/[2p(1 - m)], G is the shear modulus, m is the
Poisson ratio, s(0 6 s 6 ba) is the Burgers vector magnitude of the dislocations (Fig. 1b and c), p denotes the
length of the AIB, s is the shear stress acting in the
AIB plane, and sa is the stress characterizing the resistance of the amorphous phase to plastic shear. The ﬁrst
term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) describes the elastic energy of the dislocation dipole, and the second term
represents the work of the shear stress, which is spent
generating the dislocation dipole.
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When the Burgers vector magnitude reaches some
critical value ba, stage (ii) occurs. That is, one of the
dislocations splits into an immobile edge dislocation
and a mobile partial edge dislocation (Fig. 1d). The
mobile dislocation has the Burgers vector bp and
glides along the crystal slip plane tilted by angle h relative to the plane AB (Fig. 1d). The residual dislocation stays at the crystal–glass interface B and has the
Burgers
vector bd = bﬃa  bp with magnitude bd ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q

b2a þ b2p  2ba bp cos h.
Also, after some algebra based on the theory of dislocations, we found the energy change DW2 characterizing
stage (ii). It is given as:
 




x  bp
L bp
1
DW 2 ¼Dbp bp ln
þ 1 þ ba cos h ln
bp
px


px sin2 h
L2

þ cx  s  sp bp x cos 2h:

ð2Þ

Here x is the p
distance
moved by the emitted partial
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
dislocation, L ¼ p2 þ x2 þ 2px cos h, c is the stacking
fault energy (per unit area), and sP denotes the Peierls
stress characterizing the resistance of the crystal lattice
to the dislocation glide. The ﬁrst term on the right-hand
side of formula (2) describes the elastic energy of the dislocations, the second term characterizes the stacking
fault energy, and the third term is the work of the shear
stress, spent on gliding of the mobile dislocation.
Let us deﬁne the ﬁrst critical stress s = sc1 as the minimum stress at which curve DW1(s) monotonously decreases with increasing s from 0 to ba. This stress is
given analytically by the following combination of the
conditions:
(
DW 1 ðsÞ < 0; if s > 0
ð3Þ
oDW 1
¼ 0; if s ¼ ba :
os
With formula (1), the conditions (3) include the ﬂow
stress sa of the amorphous phase. In general, sa is highly
sensitive to both temperature and strain rate. For low
temperatures and/or high strain rates, athermal plastic
deformation occurs. Following experiments [27], the
microhardness HV of amorphous SiC is around
30 GPa. This value of HV, according to the standard
relation sf  HV/6 between HV and athermal ﬂow stress
sf [28], corresponds to the athermal ﬂow stress sa =
5 GPa of amorphous SiC. The stress level signiﬁcantly
decreases with rising temperature and/or decreasing
strain rate, in which case thermally assisted deformation
occurs. In this case, for deﬁniteness, we will take
sa = 1 GPa. For typical parameters (G = 217 GPa,
m = 0.23 [29], p = 10–50 nm, sa = 1–5 GPa) of nc 3CSiC, the ﬁrst inequality in formula (3) is always valid,
if the second condition is valid. The second condition
causes the following expression for the ﬁrst critical stress
sc1:


Dba
p  ba 1 p  2ba
ln
:
ð4Þ
sc1 ¼ sa þ
þ
2 p  ba
p
ba
Let us deﬁne the second critical stress sc2 as the minimum stress at which curve DW2(x) monotonously decreases with rising x. That is, emission of a partial

dislocation (Figure 1d) is energetically favorable and occurs without any energy barrier, when s P sc2. The
stress sc2 is given analytically by the following combination of the conditions for DW2(x) at point x = ba + bp:
(
DW 2 ðx ¼ ba þ bp Þ 6 0;
ð5Þ
o DW 2
6 0:
o x x¼ba þbp
Each of the conditions (5) deﬁnes its critical value of
the stress. The ﬁrst condition results in the following
critical value:
 

D
ba
0
bp ln þ 1
sc2 ¼sp þ
x0 cos 2h
bp



L 0 bp
px sin2 h
1  0 2
þ ba cos h ln
px0
L0
c
:
ð6Þ
þ
bp cos 2h
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Here x0 = ba + bp, L0 ¼ p2 þ x20 þ 2px0 cos h. The
second condition in formula (5) results in the following
critical value:


D
bp ba p cos hðp þ x0 cos hÞ
 2
s00c2 ¼sp þ
cos 2h x0
x0
L0
þ

ðp2  x20 Þ sin2 h
L20

þ

c
:
bp cos 2h

ð7Þ

The critical stress sc2 represents the largest value of
the stresses given by formulas (6) and (7): sc2 ¼
maxfs0c2 ; s00c2 g. With this expression and formulas (4),
(6), and (7), we calculated sc2, for typical values of
parameters of nc 3C-SiC (G = 217 GPa, m = 0.23 [29],
p = 10–50 nm, the lattice parameter p
a ﬃﬃ=
ﬃ 4.36 Å [30],
the Burgers vector magnitude bp ¼ a= 6 ¼ 1:78 Å for
Shockley partial dislocations, the stacking fault energy
c = 0.1 mJ m–2 [31], and the Peierls stress sP  7.5 GPa
[32]). According to our calculations, in most cases (except for the case of p 6 10 nm), one has sc1 < sc2, when
s grows from 0 to some value ba . In these cases, plastic
ﬂow in nc 3C-SiC starts to occur in AIBs and then, with
increase in the applied stress, transfers to crystalline
grains. Such deformation behavior was observed in simulations [15] of indenter load of nc 3C-SiC.
The expressions sc2 ¼ maxfs0c2 ; s00c2 g, sc1(ba) = sc2(ba)
and formulas (4), (6), and (7) deﬁne the critical stress
sc needed to cause the dislocation emission from AIBs
or, in other words, the crossover from intergranular
plastic ﬂow to intragranular lattice slip. More precisely, sc is found as follows. For given values of p
and h, we numerically ﬁnd the solution of the equation sc1(ba) = sc2(ba). The solution is the Burgers vector magnitude ba , at which sc1 = sc2. Then we have
the critical stress sc ¼ sc1 ðba Þ ¼ sc2 ðba Þ. The dependence sc(p) at an example value of h = 20° is shown
in Figure 2, for sa = 1 and 5 GPa (solid and dashed
curves, respectively). For sa = 1 GPa, the critical stress
sc ranges from 5 to 9 GPa, depending on p. This stress
level is typical for nc 3C-SiC under indenter load. For
instance, following experiments [33], the microhardness HV of nc SiC ranges from 30 to 50 GPa. These
values of HV, according to the standard relation
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Figure 2. Dependence of the critical shear stress sc (at which crossover
from intergranular plastic ﬂow in amorphous boundaries to intragranular lattice slip grains occurs) on amorphous boundary length
(grain size) p, for h = 20°, and sa = 1 and 5 GPa (solid and dashed
curves, respectively).

sf  HV/6 [28], correspond to the stresses sf  5–
8 GPa.
For sa = 5 GPa, the critical stress sc (dashed curve in
Fig. 2) ranges from 8 to 12 GPa, depending on p. This
stress level is high. However, it can also be reached locally in deformed nc 3C-SiC. In particular, computer
simulations [15] have shown shear stresses of 18 GPa
in some local regions of nc SiC under indenter load.
In summary, we have proposed a theoretical model to
describe the emission of lattice dislocations from AIBs
in deformed nc ceramics. It has been shown that the
emission process is energetically favorable and can occur
in athermal way (without any energy barrier) in nc 3CSiC. The critical shear stress sc needed to cause the
athermal emission decreases with increasing AIB length
p (or, in other terms, grain size). In these circumstances,
crossover from intergranular plastic ﬂow in AIBs to
intragranular lattice slip in nc ceramics is expected to
be hampered by decreasing grain size.
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